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Abstract

Di�erent descriptions for varying the mass asymmetry in the fragmentation process are

used to calculate the cold �ssion barrier penetrability. The relevance of the appropriate

choice for both the description of the pre-scission phase and inertia coe�cient to unify

alpha decay, cluster radioactivity, and spontaneous cold �ssion processes in the same

theoretical framework is explicitly shown. We calculate the half-life of all possible partition

modes of nuclei of A > 200 following the most recent Mass Table by Audi and Wapstra.

It is shown that if one uses the description in which the mass asymmetry is maintained

constant during the fragmentation process, the experimental half-life-values and mass

yield of 234U cold �ssion are satisfactorily reproduced.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Theoretical predictions for new nuclear radioactive decay modes have been made in

a recent past [1{3] in the framework of the fragmentation theory [4,5], based on the

two-center shell model. The idea has been constrained to the cold rearrangements of

a large number of nucleons in the ground state of the parent nucleus. The existence

of a new valley in the potential energy surface for heavy cluster emission in which one

of the emitted fragments is close to the double magic shell has been pointed out by

S�andulescu and Greiner [1]. Theoretical attempts to understand cluster radioactivity

assume either a strongly asymmetric �ssion process or a clustering pre-formation followed

by fragment emission. In these treatments the emission of light clusters such as 14C

has been interpreted in terms of `cluster decay', while for the heavier fragment emission

modes (24Ne, 30Mg, 34Si, and 48Ca) the `�ssion approach' has been used [6]. Although

the similarity between alpha-particle decay and cold �ssion process was recognized in

the early stages of the �ssion theory by Borh [7], the theories employed to treat these

two phenomena have been developed by using di�erent approaches. As concerning alpha

decay, microscopic methods of nuclear reactions have been largely employed. On the other

hand, the �ssion theory has been treated for many years in terms of phenomenological

liquid drop models, which have been improved by incorporating the microscopic shell

correction method [8].

Nuclear cold �ssion process associated with cluster radioactivity has been explored

intensively in the last �ve years or so from the experimental and theoretical point of

views [9{30]. The occurrence of cold �ssion processes for which no neutron emission takes

place, and the total kinetic energy of the �nal fragments practically exhausts the Q-value,

are related to shell e�ects on the barrier penetrability factor.

Very recently, after the observation of the cold �ssion process in 236U� (from thermal-

neutron-induced �ssion of 235U [24]) and 252Cf [10,25,26] nuclei, other new cases for cold

�ssion have been detected experimentally in 230Th [27], 233;234U [27,28], 236;238;240;242;244Pu
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[27,29,30], and 248Cm [11] isotopes. At the same time, new theoretical approaches have

been proposed [12{17] in order to describe alpha radioactivity, cluster emission and cold

�ssion reactions in a uni�ed image.

An e�ective model to describe cluster radioactivity and alpha decay processes in terms

of an analytical Coulomb potential and nuclear interaction during the pre-scission phase

has been recently proposed by Gon�calves and Duarte [18,19]. This model successfully

reproduces all observed half-life data of cluster radioactivity by using only one adjustable

parameter, the nuclear radius constant, r0, appearing in the nuclear radius de�nition,

R = r0A
1=3.

In the present work we extend our model to include also cold �ssion processes. We

discuss the role of inertia coe�cients in relation to half-lives and product yields. An

extensive calculation for all possible partition modes of nuclei following the available mass

data by Audi and Wapstra [31] with a positive Q-value and parent nucleus mass number

A > 200 is performed. The results are strongly dependent on the prescription to describe

the changing of the mass asymmetry parameter during the fragmentation process. We

would like to call attention to the fact that in spite of using an schematic parameterization

to the geometric shape during the pre-scission phase, we are able to reproduce the 234U cold

�ssion half-life, as well as the 234U mass yield distribution satisfactorily. It is important to

remark that in the present stage we are not taking explicitly into account the deformation

of fragments. The results of cold �ssion calculation with di�erent descriptions for varying

the mass asymmetry in the fragmentation process allows to choose the more appropriate

description for the e�ective one-dimensional approach.

In Section II we summarize the fundamentals of the model concerning shape parame-

terization, constraint relationships, and the coordinates chosen to describe the con�gura-

tion of the pre-scission dinuclear regime. In Section III we extend our previous model to

cold �ssion processes, and in the last Section we conclude with �nal remarks.
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II. THE PRE-SCISSION PHASE DESCRIPTION

The geometric shape parameterization during the pre-scission phase of the �ssioning

nuclear system is the same adopted in previous works [18{20,32{35]. The dinuclear phase

is parameterized as two intersecting spheres, and two di�erent descriptions for the pre-

scission phase are considered, namely, the Varying Mass Asymmetry Shape (VMAS) and

the Constant Mass Asymmetry Shape (CMAS) (called, respectively, as cluster-like and

more compact shape in [36]). In the �rst description, the masses of the nascent fragments

are changing with the increasing of the distance between the geometric center of fragments.

The mass asymmetry parameter, � = (m1 �m2) = (m1 +m2) ; varies from unit to the

�nal mass asymmetry of the products. The second description imposes a constant value

of the mass asymmetry de�ned as the mass asymmetry of the �nal products. There is

no change in mass of the nascent fragments during the whole pre-scission phase in the

second description. In both cases, the nascent fragments con�guration is determined by

the speci�cation of four independent collective coordinates: the radii R1 and R2 of the

fragments, the distance between the centers of the fragments, �; and the distance from

the center of heavier nucleus to the intersecting plane of the spherical fragments, � (see

Fig. 1 in Ref. [18]).

To calculate Gamow's penetrability factor [37] for the one-dimensional problem, three

of these collective coordinates should be eliminated preserving the shape and the incom-

pressibility of the nuclear matter constraint relationships. Thus, we imposed that the

whole volume of the dinuclear system is constant, i.e.,

2(R3

1
+R3

2
) + 3

�
R2

1
(� � �) + R2

2
�
�
�
�
(� � �)3 + �3

�
� 4R3

0
= 0 ; (1)

where R0 is the radius of the parent nucleus.

In order to keep the circular shape for the neck connecting the nascent fragments, the

following geometric relationship is introduced

R2

1
�R2

2
� (� � �)2 + �2 = 0 : (2)
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Finally, an additional constraint relationship will distinguish the two di�erent descrip-

tions (VMAS or CMAS). To characterize the VMAS description we regarded the radius

of the lighter fragment as constant, i.e.,

R1 � �R1 = 0 ; (3)

where �R1 is the �nal radius of the light fragment.

In the CMAS description the volume of fragments is constant, and in terms of the

lighter fragment the volume conservation is given by

2R3

1
+ 3R2

1
(� � �) � (� � �)3 � 4 �R3

1
= 0 : (4)

Once the system is reduced to the one-dimensional case, the barrier penetrability

factor can be calculated in terms of the geometric separation between the centers of the

fragments, �, by

P = exp

�
�
2

�h

Z �C

�0

p
2� (V �Q)d�

�
; (5)

where �0 and �C are, respectively, the inner and outer turning points, and Q stands for the

kinetic energy available in the decay. The total potential energy, V; which appears in Eq.

(5), is determined by using an analytical solution of Poisson's equation for the Coulomb

part, and an e�ective surface potential of a liquid drop for the nuclear component. The

experimental Q-value is introduced into the calculation to determine the outer turning

point � = Z1Z2e
2=Q, and also to de�ne the e�ective surface potential of the drop, by

establishing that the di�erence between the initial and �nal asymptotic con�gurations of

the �ssioning system reproduce the experimental Q-value (see details in Ref. [18]). The

potential barrier is illustrated in Fig. 1 as a function of the � coordinate for three modes

of decay of 234U parent nucleus. The potentials in the VMAS and the CMAS descriptions

for the same nuclear geometric parameters are explicitly shown. We remark that no

signi�cant di�erences between the two curves for the decay processes in 234U isotope are

observed.
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As usual, the decay rate is calculated by

� = �0P ; (6)

where �0 = 1022s�1 is the frequency of assaults on the barrier.

To determine Gamow's penetrability factor we need to know the inertia coe�cient, �

(Eq. (5)). Werner-Wheeler's approximation [36] for the velocity �eld of the nuclear ow

to de�ne the inertia tensor coe�cient has been largely used in the literature [18,32]. In

this approach the velocity �eld is obtained from the solution of the continuity equation,

by using the incompressibility and irrotationality of the nuclear ow. After reduction to

the one-dimensional relative motion of the separating parts, only one component of the

tensor becomes relevant. The expression for Werner-Wheeler's inertia coe�cient is given

by

1

2

Z
�~v 2dr =

1

2
�WW

_� 2 ; (7)

where � is the mass density for the system, and _� is the relative velocity of the geometric

center of the fragments. We can determine Werner-Wheeler's inertia coe�cient for the

two parameterizations, namely, �VMASWW and �CMASWW [18,32].

An alternative proposal for calculating the inertia coe�cient has been recently applied

in one-dimensional penetrability calculations [19]. By means of a straightforward calcula-

tion regarding the constraints above (Eqs. (1{3)), the expression for the e�ective inertia

coe�cient reads

�e� = ��2 ; (8)

where � = m1m2=(m1+m2) is the reduced mass of the nascent fragments. For the VMAS

description we have

�VMAS = 1 �
2

�(R2 � �)

�
(� � �)(�z1 + �z2) + �z2

1
� �z2

2
�

; (9)

where the variable �zi is given by
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in which v1 =
�
3
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�
3
[2R3

2
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2
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umes of each spherical segment.

For the CMAS description, where the mass of the fragments does not vary during the

pre-scission phase, we have

�CMAS = 1 +
1
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where

d�
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; (13)
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=

1

R1

�
(� � �) + (R2 + �)

dR2

d�

�
; (14)

dR2

d�
= �

(� � �) (6R1 + 4� � 4�) +R1 (5R1 + 3� � 3�)

(R2 + �) (6R1 + 4� � 4�) + R1 (5R1 + 3� � 3�)
; (15)

and

 =

�
6R2 + 4�

5R2 + 3�

�
: (16)

To illustrate the di�erences between the values of the inertia coe�cient as calculated

by Eqs. (7{16), in Fig. 2 we show the variation of the inertia coe�cient as a function

of coordinate � for three decay processes of 234U parent nucleus. For the three decay

modes, the e�ective inertia coe�cient in the CMAS description is the most reduced one,

in contrast with the largest values which are obtained with Werner-Wheeler's inertia

coe�cient calculated in the VMAS description.

III. COLD FISSION RESULTS

Only 234U parent nucleus exhibits three distinct decay modes: alpha-particle and heavy

cluster emissions, and the cold �ssion process. There are indications that the cold �ssion
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yield of 234U system is about six orders of magnitude lower than its ordinary �ssion yield

(the cold �ssion half-life for 234U is estimated to order of 1030s [33]).

The challenge for the present model is to continue reproducing the existing data for

alpha-particle and heavy-cluster emissions, as well as to reach reasonable prediction for

half-life and mass yield distribution for cold �ssion processes.

In our �rst work [18] Werner-Wheeler's inertia coe�cient and the VMAS description

were employed to obtain half-life predictions of alpha decay and heavy cluster emissions

from nuclei. The best results for the half-lives were attained by using r0 = 1:37 fm. Figure

3 (full line) shows our previous results [18] together with the present 234U cold �ssion

half-life prediction (open diamond). Latter, we proposed an e�ective inertia coe�cient

by considering the VMAS description, where the half-lives for alpha decay and cluster

emission have been well reproduced with r0 = 1:20 fm [19]. These are shown as dashed

line in Fig. 3, together with the present 234U cold �ssion half-life prediction (open

triangle). Next, we extended the CMAS description to calculate cold �ssion half-lives with

Werner-Wheeler's inertia coe�cient, but preserving the earlier agreement with the data

for alpha decay and cluster radioactivity. We remark that a small change in parameter r0

was su�cient to attain satisfactory agreement. Dotted lines in Fig. 3 display the results

in this case, with r0 = 1:31 fm. The predicted 234U cold �ssion half-life is represented

by open square. The calculation according to the CMAS description, but now using the

e�ective inertia coe�cient, is shown as dot-dashed line in Fig. 3. Again, we changed the

model parameter in order to obtain the best agreement with the data for alpha decay

and cluster radioactivity. By using r0 = 1:17 fm we recalibrated the model for the CMAS

description. In this case, the predicted 234U cold �ssion half-life is represented by open

circle.

Table I summarizes the r0-values which have been used in the calculations to better

reproduce the alpha-particle and cluster emission half-lives for the existing data. In Table

II we list the predicted cold �ssion half-life-values for 234U by considering the possible
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combinations of descriptions for the pre-scission phase and inertia coe�cients, where the

r0 values are those listed in Table I. It is clearly seen that the CMAS description gives the

best results for 234U cold �ssion half-life, independently of the inertia coe�cient adopted,

when compared with the experimental value.

In order to have an overview of the results obtained with the model when using two

di�erent descriptions and inertia coe�cients as presented in the precedent Section, we cal-

culated the half-life-values of alpha decay, cluster radioactivity and cold �ssion processes

for all possible parent nuclei where the masses were available from the Mass Table by

Audi and Wapstra [31]. The results for the di�erent combinations of inertia coe�cients

and descriptions for the shape parameterization (see Table I) are displayed in Figs. 4 and

5 for parent mass number A > 200. In parts (a) and (b) of Fig. 4 we present the decimal

logarithm of the half-life by using, respectively, Werner-Wheeler's and e�ective inertia co-

e�cients for the VMAS description of the pre-scission phase. In parts (a) and (b) of Fig.

5 we display the decimal logarithm of the half-life when Werner-Wheeler's approximation

and e�ective inertia coe�cients are used, respectively, for the CMAS description. Note

that when the VMAS description is used throughout the cold �ssion half-life-values di�er

signi�cantly from that obtained with Werner-Wheeler's approximation and e�ective iner-

tia coe�cients. Indeed, the results obtained with the e�ective inertia coe�cient are, on

the average, ten orders of magnitude higher than those obtained with Werner-Wheeler's

inertia coe�cients. These results are in complete contrast with those presented in Fig.

5, where the half-life-values for the CMAS description are similar for both inertia coe�-

cients. As a matter of fact, in Fig. 5, where the CMAS description has been used, there

is no signi�cant di�erence between the results when both Werner-Wheeler's and e�ective

inertia coe�cients are employed. Figure 5 shows clearly that the CMAS description for

the shape parameterization favors the cold �ssion processes, which are seen as valleys in

the upper-right part of the panels. It was already observed in Fig. 3 that the use of the

CMAS description is also more appropriate to calculate 234U cold �ssion half-life data
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than the VMAS description for both Werner-Wheeler's and e�ective inertia coe�cients.

Note that in all cases the alpha decay and heavy cluster emission processes are rather well

reproduced.

Since the CMAS description works well for cold �ssion using both inertia coe�cients,

we selected this description to calculate the mass yield distribution for 234U cold �ssion,

and next to compare the results with the extrapolated data for total excitation energy of

both fragments TXE � 1 MeV by Schwab et al. [28]. Results are shown in Fig. 6. The

mass-yield distribution comprises more information on the fragmentation process than do

the half-life data for a given parent nucleus decay and, therefore, it should be a more strict

test for the models. For the partitions obtained with Schwab's extrapolation for 234U cold

�ssion we observe that in the case of the CMAS description our results are in satisfactory

agreement with the data, except for the nuclear processes where the mass of the emitted

fragment is indicated in the Mass Table as a theoretical prediction using extended mass

formula [31]. It is seen Fig. 6 that there is no signi�cant di�erence between the mass-

yield-values, asserting that both inertia coe�cients can be equally used to describe the

234U cold �ssion. All calculations have been performed using the PRESCOLD program

[39].

IV. CONCLUSION AND FINAL REMARKS

In the framework of a model which considers two spherical segments for the shape

parameterization description, we veri�ed that the model is able to furnish a uni�ed de-

scription for alpha decay, cluster radioactivity, and spontaneous cold �ssion processes for

trans-lead nuclei.

We point out that for the two intersecting spheres parameterization to describe the

pre-scission phase the potential is de�ned in the fR1; R2; �; �g-manifold, and the two con-

straints relationships (Eq. (1) and (2)) do restrict the domain of physical interest to a

2-dimensional manifold. Also, the constraint relationships for the VMAS and CMAS de-
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scriptions reduce the penetrability calculation to the one-dimensional case. The optimized

path for the processes should be determined by the minimization of the action integral

in the reduced 2-dimensional manifold, leading to a speci�c pre-scission description re-

lationship R1 = f(�) ; which does not necessarily coincide with that one speci�ed when

using the VMAS or CMAS descriptions [20,33]. The actual mass transfer ow through

the window connecting the two nascent fragments should be considered as an intermedi-

ate situation between the VMAS and CMAS descriptions. The remarkable conclusion is

that the CMAS description works satisfactorily in the present model, which is capable to

reproduce successfully the existing data for alpha decay, heavy-cluster emission, and cold

�ssion processes in a uni�ed manner.

Although the present stage of the model does not explicitly include fragment defor-

mation in the geometric parameterization, it can be used to obtain a trend for the cold

�ssion processes in which deformed nuclei occurs in the �nal state. The experimental in-

formation about deformation of nuclei is partially included in the Q-value for decay, which

is a key element for the e�ective potential. We remark that the inclusion of deformation

in terms of the Q-value for decay is not su�cient to take into account the whole e�ect of

nuclear deformation.
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V. TABLE CAPTIONS

TABLE I: Values of r0 which give the best agreement of calculated with experimental

half-life-values for alpha decay and cluster radioactivity of heavy parent nuclei (cf. Fig.

3).

TABLE II: Predicted cold �ssion half-life-values for 234U parent nucleus as obtained with

the r0-values listed in Table I.
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TABLES:

TABLE I:

Description of r0-values (in fm)

shape parameter- Werner-Wheeler's E�ective

ization approximation (�WW) inertia (�e�)

Varying mass 1.37 1.20

asymmetry shape

(VMAS)

Constant mass 1.31 1.17

asymmetry shape

(CMAS)

TABLE II

Description of log10� , � in second�

shape parameter- Werner-Wheeler's E�ective

ization approximation (�WW) inertia (�e�)

VMAS 21.81 39.31

CMAS 28.92 31.32

�Experimental half-life-value: log10� = 30 (see Ref. [33]).
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FIGURE CAPTIONS

Fig. 1: Potential barrier height in the VMAS (full line) and CMAS (dashed line) de-

scriptions for alpha emission (a), cluster radioactivity (b), and spontaneous cold �ssion

process (c) of 234U parent nucleus.

Fig. 2: Inertia coe�cient, �, plotted against separation between the centers of the nascent

fragments, �, for three modes of decay of 234U parent nucleus. In Werner-Wheeler's

approximation the �-values in the VMAS description (�VMAS
WW

) are represented by full

lines, while the ones in the CMAS description (�CMAS
WW

) by dot-dashed lines; the values of

e�ective inertia coe�cient in the VMAS description (�VMAS
e�

) are shown by dashed lines,

while in the CMAS description (�CMAS
e�

) by dotted lines.

Fig. 3: Calculated half-life values as obtained by the di�erent descriptions for the shape

parameterization and inertia coe�cients as indicated in a). Part a) displays the results

for cluster radioactivity together with cold �ssion of 234U; in b) we present the results for

alpha decay. Experimental data are represented by �lled symbols.

Fig. 4: Contour plot of the decimal logarithm of the fragment-decay half-life calculated

in the VMAS description using Werner-Wheeler's approximation (a) and e�ective inertia

(b) coe�cients. All cases for which the mass-values (A > 200) were available from the

most recent Mass Table [31] have been considered. Half-life-ranges are indicated by the

color log10-scale.

Fig. 5: The same as in Fig. 4 for the CMAS description of the pre-scission phase.

Fig. 6: Calculated mass-yield distribution for 234U cold �ssion in the CMAS description

of the pre-scission phase with Werner-Wheeler's approximation (a) and e�ective inertia

(b) coe�cients (open squares connected by dotted line). Extrapolated data for total

excitation energy of both fragments TXE � 1 MeV taken from Ref. [28] are represented

by �lled circles.
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